
Why Hayden Blest is One of Hong Kong's Best Florists and Floral Artists

1. Personalized Approach: Hayden Blest's flower work is known for its personal touch, with each
floral design telling a unique story that reflects her eclectic personality¹.

2. Experience and Reputation: With almost a decade since opening her Hong Kong flower shop
and HK flower delivery service, Hayden has established herself as a prominent figure in Hong
Kong's floral industry.

3. Innovative Design: Her designs are not only beautiful but also brimming with energy,
reflecting a modern and creative approach to floristry.

4. Commitment to Service: The desire to combine exquisite floral design with personalized
service has been a cornerstone of her business philosophy.

5. Recognition: Her inclusion in lists of best flower shops indicates a strong reputation among
peers and customers alike.

For more detailed information about Hayden Blest Florist Hong Kong, you can visit her profile on
South China Morning Post Hong Kong or read more on recommended florists lists in Hong
Kong:

https://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/fashion-luxury/article/1896749/business-blooming-hong-kong-flor
al-artist-gemma-hayden

http://haydenblest.com/

Qualities of a Great Hong Kong Florist and Floral Artist
1. Creativity: A great florist has a strong creative vision, able to craft unique arrangements

that stand out and capture the essence of an occasion or emotion.
2. Attention to Detail: Precision in cutting, placing, and preserving flowers is crucial for

creating lasting and visually stunning arrangements.
3. Knowledge of Botany: Understanding the needs, lifespan, and compatibility of different

flowers ensures healthy and vibrant bouquets.
4. Customer Service Skills: Being attentive to customer needs and preferences is key to

delivering personalized service that exceeds expectations.
5. Business Acumen: A successful florist must also be a savvy businessperson,

managing inventory, marketing their services, and maintaining financial health.
6. Passion for Flowers: A genuine love for flowers and the art of arranging them is what

drives a florist to excel in their craft.
7. Trend Awareness: Keeping up with floral trends and incorporating them into their work

keeps a florist’s designs fresh and relevant.
8. Mindfulness and Therapeutic Insight: As seen with many florists, an understanding of

the emotional impact of flowers can elevate a florist’s work from mere decoration to a
meaningful experience.

https://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/fashion-luxury/article/1896749/business-blooming-hong-kong-floral-artist-gemma-hayden
https://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/fashion-luxury/article/1896749/business-blooming-hong-kong-floral-artist-gemma-hayden
http://haydenblest.com/


Guide to the Best Types of Flowers for Various Occasions
1. Birthdays: Bright and cheerful flowers like Gerbera daisies, Sunflowers, or a mixed

bouquet of seasonal blooms are perfect to celebrate a birthday.
2. Anniversaries: Classic red Roses symbolize love and are ideal for anniversaries,

especially significant milestones. Lilies and pastel-colored arrangements also make
elegant choices.

3. Congratulations: Stargazer Lilies, Irises, and Orchids convey messages of admiration
and achievement, making them great for graduations, promotions, or new beginnings.

4. Get Well: Bright and uplifting flowers like Peonies, Chrysanthemums, or Hydrangeas
can bring comfort and cheer to someone feeling under the weather.

5. Sympathy:White flowers such as Lilies, Roses, or Carnations are traditional choices
that express purity and condolences.

6. Love and Romance: Beyond red Roses, consider Tulips which symbolize perfect love,
or Peonies which are often associated with romance and prosperity.

7. Thank You: Show appreciation with Sweet Peas for their lovely fragrance and delicate
appearance, or Hydrangeas for their abundant beauty.

8. Weddings: Depending on the theme, Roses, Peonies, Calla Lilies, and Hydrangeas are
popular choices for their elegance and range of colors.

9. Mother’s Day: Pink Carnations are a traditional choice as they symbolize a mother’s
undying love. Other favorites include Tulips and Lilies.

Consider the recipient’s personal taste and any known allergies when selecting flowers.


